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GHEZZI & ANNONI
Global leading manufacturer of coating, slitter-rewinders and
packaging machines for the tape industry.
www.gaweb.net | BOOTH# N-4642
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NANNINI RENATO

Since 1973, manufacturing of complete filling lines for
high viscous products (sealants, putties, glues, etc.)
www.nanninirenato.com | BOOTH# N-4636

NEW PROJECT
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Complete packaging lines for flour, sugar, powders,
and granulates in preformed paper/laminated bags.
www.newproject-italia.it | BOOTH# N-4648
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Industrial technologies for every step of the stretch film
production process after extrusion, focusing on specialty
systems for winding and stretching extruded film.
www.noel-automation.com | BOOTH# N-4634
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UCIMA member companies cover the entire
range
401 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 1720
of packaging machinery production, from the food,
Chicago, IL 60611 USA
confectionery and tobacco industries through to
T. 312.670.4360
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, petrochemicals,
F. 312.670.5147
cosmetics and end-of-line technologies.
chicago@ice.it
www.machinesitalia.org
BOCEDI
It maintains links with a variety of institutions and
Bocedi is a manufacturer of stretch hood machines and
N
plays a major role in fostering the growth of the
pallet packaging machinery for the end-of-line.
4641
sector as a whole. Being part of a national and
www.bocedisrl.com
| BOOTH# N-4641
international network helps the association
pursue

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY-ICE

initiatives and develop strategies for the sector.

UCIMA

Villa Marchetti
Via Fossa Buracchione 84
41126, Baggiovara (Modena) ITALY
T. +39 059 512146
F. +39 059 512175
promo@ucima.it
www.ucima.it
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C & C Group Srl
C-One offers one of the most complete range
of pallet wrappers on the market.
www.c-one.it | BOOTH #N-4644
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COPIND

PACKAGING SECTOR

than 6 billion euro, the Italian
hinery sector is one of the most
.

UCIMA

N-4642
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COPIND produces and markets industrial adhesives since
N
1967. We invest in innovation and believe in sustainability,
4647
from raw materials to the safety of the finished product.
www.copind.it | BOOTH #N-4647
highly specialized small and medium-sized enterprises
With a turnover of more than 6 billion euro, the Italian
automatic packaging machinery sector is one of the most that as a whole offer a full range of machinery for all
types of products.
dynamic Italian industries.

THE ITALIAN PACKAGING SECTOR

The number one worldwide
supplier of packaging solutions

N
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TORQ PACKAGING

TorQ Packaging Srl produces capping and closing
systems, rinsing machines and linear filler.
www.torqpackaging.it | BOOTH# N-4639

PACK EXPO CHICAGO 2016

UNITECH
N
4650

UNITECH was
founded in 1995.
November,
6-9 |Manufacturer
BOOTHSofN-4518
customized fully automatic stretch rewinding,
wrapping and strapping machines.
www.unitechpackaging.com | BOOTH# N-4650
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